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Contents

Open File 8243 consists of a database of 1408 MOHO depth estimates from teleseismic and seismic refraction surveys across Canada. It has a flat-file table structure and is stored in Excel and comma-delimited ASCII text file formats. The database contains the following fields:

STATION -Unique ID for MOHO depth estimate referring to stand-alone point location or site along a seismic survey line

LON – Longitude coordinate in decimal degrees (NAD83 or NAD27 datum)

LAT – Latitude coordinate in decimal degrees (NAD83 or NAD27 datum)

Z - Z elevation coordinate in metres computed from GPS survey or sampled from digital elevation model

MOHODEPTH – Estimated depth of the MOHO in km from the surface

STDDEV – Standard deviation for MOHO depth estimate in km

DUPLICATE – Binary field to indicate if the station has a duplicate (‘0’, ‘no’ or ‘faux’: no duplicate, ‘-1’, ‘yes’ or’vrai’:duplicate)

METHOD – Seismic surveying method used for obtaining MOHO depth estimate (e.g. refraction, teleseismic)

SOURCE – Project or research program that funded seismic data acquisition

LOCATION – Geographic or geological terrane name to indicate the location of the MOHO depth estimate

AUTHORS – First author of journal publication in which the acquisition, processing and interpretation of seismic data used to derive MOHO depth estimates were published

TITLE – Title of journal publication in which the acquisition, processing and interpretation of seismic data used to derive MOHO depth estimates were published

JOURNAL – Journal in which the publication that describe the acquisition, processing and interpretation of seismic data used to derive MOHO depth estimates was published
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Terms of use

Information contained in this publication or product may be reproduced, in part or in whole, and by any means, for personal or public non-commercial purposes, without charge or further permission, unless otherwise specified.
You are asked to:
* exercise due diligence in ensuring the accuracy of the materials reproduced;
* indicate the complete title of the materials reproduced, and the name of the author organization; and
* indicate that the reproduction is a copy of an official work that is published by Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and that the reproduction has not been produced in affiliation with, or with the endorsement of, NRCan.
Commercial reproduction and distribution is prohibited except with written permission from NRCan. For more information, contact NRCan at nrcan.copyrightdroitdauteur.rncan@canada.ca.


Terms of use for data

View the licence agreement for data at http://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada



